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Actively Manage, Access and Leverage Data Where It Resides
The one thing enterprise data is not is “uniform.”
Which is why your data protection, backup and
recovery solution, as well as your storage, should
cover the full range of data sources and file types.
With all that data diversity, the last thing you
want is to maintain a separate point solution and
storage silo for each distinct backup and recovery
requirement. And with Scality RING + Commvault
Simpana, you don’t have to: our integrated
solution for automated data protection provides
a single, scalable storage target with a complete
view of all your stored data.
Scality RING + Commvault Simpana enables you to back
up your databases, files, applications, endpoints and
VMs with maximum efficiency according to data type

and recovery profile. The joint solution enables you to
optimize storage with deduplication and erasure coding.
Recover your data rapidly and easily, whenever you
need to, and leverage reports to continually improve
your backup and recovery processes. Scality RING +
Commvault Simpana software eliminates the separate
data silos associated with traditional backup, archive
and reporting products, leveraging any hardware and
reducing infrastructure requirements.

Protect, access and use all of your data —
anywhere and anytime
In order to deploy, and reap the benefits of, a modern
approach to backup and recovery, you need deep
application and hypervisor integration and intelligence
paired with the capability to manage heterogeneous
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What's In It for You?
Lower Costs Scality RING + Commvault

Safer Data Scality RING + Commvault

Intelligent Data The real value of data is

Perfect Fit The combination of Commvault

Simpana software eliminates the separate data
silos associated with traditional backup and
archive which simplifies the management cost
and reduces infrastructure requirements. This
lowers your TCO by up to 90%. You can now
leverage standard servers seamlessly (and
those supply agreements!) to reduce training
and maintenance costs – and for rapid scaling.

in what you can do with it. A single virtual
content repository makes it easier to index,
archive and search for the information you
need to get business done — turning your
retained data into a strategic business asset.
Protect your business and save costs by
being able to rapidly respond to regulatory
compliance and legal discovery requests,
leverage unstructured and untagged “dark”
data for better-informed business decisions,
and enable the business to be more
productive with end user self-service access
to files and documents.

Simpana enables you to back up your
databases, files, applications, endpoints and
VMs with maximum efficiency according to
data type and recovery profile. Extreme fault
tolerance with geo-distributed deployment
and configurable protection policies
(replication or erasure coding) take your
protection to another level.

and Scality helps you better protect evergrowing data volumes, efficiently manage
information assets, and quickly find, recover
and access data. With a truly unified and
innovative data management solution you can
transform your approach to data protection,
allowing you to transcend the limitations
of traditional backup and eliminate the
complexity brought on by point products.
Mutual certification ensures you aren’t
chasing vendors when problems arise.
Whatever the fit, we’ve got you covered.

Scality RING & Commvault Simpana

storage array snapshots for fast, applicationconsistent recovery. Your solution must be
resilient and secure and possess the capability
to deliver insights through integrated reporting
that allow for continual improvement. Lastly, all
the data that is protected should become an
asset, instead of a management burden, by
securely opening it up for self-service access
through a single searchable index for new uses.
Commvault’s Simpana software delivers these
capabilities through a single platform and
console, across locations and at any scale, from
a few terabytes to multinational enterprises with
petabytes of data to protect and manage.
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The Scality RING enforces the capabilities of
Commvault Simpana by delivering a single, scaleout storage infrastructure for all data types and
sizes. The Scality RING can grow from 100’s of
terrabytes beyond petabytes on one single
or multiple sites.
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About Comvault Simpana Commvault Simpana
helps you transform your data into a powerful strategic
asset. CommVault® Simpana® software helps you
better protect ever- growing data volumes, efficiently
manage information assets, and quickly find, recover
and access data. With a truly unified and innovative
data management solution you can transform your
approach to data protection, allowing you to transcend
the limitations of traditional backup and eliminate the
complexity brought on by point products.

About Scality Scality, world leader in object and cloud
storage, develops cost-effective Software Defined
Storage (SDS): the RING, which serves over 500 million
end-users worldwide with over 800 billion objects in
production; and the open-source S3 Server. Scality RING
software deploys on any industry-standard x86 server,
uniquely delivering performance, 100% availability and
data durability, while integrating easily in the datacenter
thanks to its native support for directory integration,
traditional file applications and over 45 certified
applications. Scality’s complete solutions excel at serving
the specific storage needs of Global 2000 Enterprise,
Media and Entertainment, Government and Cloud
Provider customers while delivering up to 90% reduction
in TCO versus legacy storage. A global company, Scality
is headquartered in San Francisco.

Follow us on Twitter @scality and visit us at www.scality.com to learn more
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